Nego Girl Denied Pledging Privilege; Sorority to Change Prejudice Policy

By ED MARSTON

A Negro girl at the College on Friday, October 16, three out of twenty members of Sigma Tau Delta (STD) sorority voted against the girl because she was a Negro.

According to Phyllis Lacter, the sorority's Dean, "The vote was technically taken on the girl but we realized that there were racial overtones."

Dotty Tug, a member of the sorority, said, "Many of us were surprised and shocked at the vote. The problem had never come up before. We did not realize that there could be discrimination here."

The excluded girl, when informed of the situation, said, "I had always wanted to go to City. I had thought that no matter what happens elsewhere there could be no discrimination here."

"I wanted to join STD because I thought I would have a good chance of making friends. We have not changed my mind," she said.

The girl, who asked not to be identified, said she has not yet decided whether she will rush the sorority again. "This has come as quite a shock to me."

At the beginning of the term the sorority held a hay ride to which all were invited. Friday they voted on which girls to invite to a smaller closed rush. The Negro girl was the last of a group of girls that the sorority considered. Approximately nine other girls were also refused an invitation to the closed rush.

"At the closed rush," explained Miss Lacter, "we can get to know the girls better. We later vote on whether to accept them as pledges."

Immediately after the first meeting the leaders of the organization scheduled a meeting for Tuesday, October 13. Miss Laster said the second meeting was called for two reasons. "First, because we could not see a minority controlling the sorority."

"Second, because we realized that the sorority had broken up. We wanted to see what could be done about bringing everyone together on some common ground."

After the first meeting three sorority members, Randy Kudlowitz, past President of Sigma Tau Delta, and Dean Sandy Kudlowitz, past President of Phi Sigma Sigma, held a number of open rushes. Approximately nine of the forty-two members of Phi Sigma Sigma were invited to the closed rush.

On Friday, October 23, it will be held in Lewisohn Lounge, room 331 Finley Hall at 3 PM. Students and faculty members are invited to attend.

College's Graduate Wins Nobel Medicine Award

By LEONARD SALTZBERG

A member of the College's Class of '37 was awarded this year's Nobel Prize for medicine last week for his contribution to the "understanding of the life processes."

Dr. Arthur Kornberg, a Cardiologist at Stanford University, received the award for discoveries relating to the biological synthesis of compounds called ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

Dr. Kornberg's co-worker, Dr. Severo Ochoa, also received the Nobel Prize for medicine. The scientists made their discovery while working together at New York University in 1947 and 1948.

While a student at the College Dr. Kornberg was a pre-med major and was chosen a member of Phi Sigma Sigma sorority's executive committee. He is a list of V's and A's, with his lowest mark being one C, ironically enough received in a chemistry course.

Dr. Kornberg is a member of Professor Kornberg's teaching staff. He is the son of Professor Kornberg's brother-in-law, Professor Nathan Birmbaum (Chemistry), who served as an executive head of Stanford's department of biochemistry.

He has been described by the New York Times as a remarkable man because of his unusually distinguished professional reputation at the age of forty-one.

The two scientists discovered enzymes for artificially producing some of the basic substances of life. Those substances, known as nucleic acids, are found in living cells. Life processes go on through a complicated interaction between these acids and proteins.

Dr. Kornberg is now a Professor at Stanford University. He was also an executive head of Stanford's department of biochemistry.

The American Cancer Society in 1963 reported the discovery as "an achievement which will shed increased light on the basic chemistry of life, normal and abnormal."

He has been described by the New York Times as a remarkable man because of his unusually distinguished professional reputation at the age of forty-one.

The two scientists discovered enzymes for artificially producing some of the basic substances of life. Those substances, known as nucleic acids, are found in living cells. Life processes go on through a complicated interaction between these acids and proteins.

OP Editorial: Lost Boundaries

Twenty typical City College girls have looked into themselves and their friends and have found that some of their attitudes are not dissimilar from the attitudes of those people who help to foster and propagate segregation in the United States.

But these girls did not run from the frightening truth that they — Northerners — residents of New York City — and students at the City College were practicing discrimination; instead they faced the situation head-on.

It was not easy for girls who have grown through twenty years of life believing they could never be involved in any sort of discrimination to be placed in a position where they must take up the battle against prejudice — and in a few
Liefeld: Accuracy in New Testament, Christ Both Perfect Man and Deity

The New Testament is a factual document and not a collection of folklore or mythology, said Walter Liefeld Wednesday.

The following question was asked as to whether the New Testament is a factual document because the peoples of the Ancient World didn't have mass media means of communication and therefore had to remember correctly the events of their time.

"Despite the lack of this document," Liefeld said, "many people still refuse to accept Jesus as the dual figure of perfect man and deity.

Mr. Liefeld contends that the reason "we disavow this concept, is that we realize the immensity of our failure and are disconnected from this fact.

"Christianity," Mr. Liefeld said, "is not a mystery religion. Mystery religions center about mythical characters, while Christ was a historical figure." Students, he concluded, "must accept Christ as a man of words and deeds, and re-emphasize the miracles of Jesus."

New 1960 L'M brings you taste...more taste...

More taste by far...yet low in tar!

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip unlocks natural tobacco flavor! That's why L'M can blend fine tobaccos not to suit a filter...but to suit your taste! Only the 1960 L'M • Frees up flavor other filters squeeze in • Checks tars without choking taste • Gives you the full, exciting flavor of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!
MUSIC COMES TO THE COLLEGE

Rock n' Rollers Shake Up Shepard,
Echo Beside Legends of the Past

By RENEE COHEN

A rhythmic quartet at the College seems to have successfully proven that the stern characteristics of Gothic architecture is a boon to rock 'n roll.

The group, known as the Van Courts, has been using the small hallway opposite the North Campus Cafeteria as a rehearsal hall because of its close resemblance to an echo chamber. Until now, the hallway had only served to house an impressive but difficultly legible plaque which briefly described the history of the College.

"We used to sing just for fun in the beginning," Marcel Rosenberg, the Van Court's first tenor, modestly explained, "but now we'll be able to make a little money from it!"

The group has been together since last term, but just began to have a "regular rehearsal schedule." The rehearsals are still going comparatively smoothly, interrupted only by occasional laughter or suggestions for changes in the arrangements. "We are rehearsing so we can get ready to try for a recording session," Rosenberg said.

The Van Courts have taped some songs to find out how they sound and exactly what they have to concentrate on. The Spire Department asked them to use its tape recorder last term. Now they are using the one belonging to the Audio Visual Department in the Cohen Library.

The ensemble's repertoire is composed of four songs which were written by Ralph Garfano in collaboration with some friends. He sings second tenor for the group.

"The songs provide a variety of tempo," Garfano explained.

While Garfano spoke, his three colleagues provided background music consisting of the characteristic best, undatable syllables which create the home melody, and a rhythm and words avoiding singing love for "Betty Jean.""We're interested in rock 'n roll," Garfano continued, "because it is accepted now, and because we like it. If we can get established as a rock 'n roll group now," he added hopefully, "it could be used as a stepping stone to a more standard and constant position in the future."

"Like I like the beat," baritone Loketery said.

"The Van Courts, a rock 'n roll group, are always swinging. They rehearse in a small hallway opposite the North Campus cafeteria.

"The songs are a bit popular," he said unenthusiastically. He thought it would take seven years to learn how to play the bagpipes by himself although he cannot read the instrument, the bagpipes can be used in areas as the Cross Island Expressway and Railroad Yard. "They'd be good to dance to," a tall, slender girl commented. "We haven't received any erosion complaints yet," Rosenzweig admitted. "One of the maintenance workers listened to the music consisting of the characteristics of Gothic architecture was a boon to rock 'n roll."

"The new groups don't do justice to the real beat which actually has a deep emotional interpretation and meaning for teenagers," Garfano explained. "Rock 'n roll was great when it first started with songs like "Earth Angel," he recalled. The foursome tagged as ridiculous the present tendency to connect rock 'n roll to the rating scales of juvenile delinquency.

The location of their rehearsal hall provided the Van Courts with many impromptu and curious audiences. Students with good intentions of arriving at a class on time tend to slow down on their way out of the cafeteria to listen and evaluate the free entertainment.

"They really sound great," a young man who was heading for a physics class stopped to say. "I'm sure their records will sell," he added, "because the Van Courts have taped some albums of juvenile delinquency.

"What in the world is that, the Cross Island Expressway and Railroad Yard?" the student wanted to know while keeping the rhythm by tapping her foot and snapping her fingers. "Yea, they're really got it!"

A group of electricians who have unintentionally supplied earphone backgrounds to several biology lectures applauded enthusiastically, as the Van Courts finished their musical presentation about "How We Live Love Last."

"We haven't received any complaints yet," Rosenzweig admitted, and as a matter of fact, he proudly added, "one of the maintenance workers listened to the music consisting of the characteristics of Gothic architecture was a boon to rock 'n roll."

"I may be crazy," a bespectacled student mistaking his physics class, "but I could have sworn I heard some kind of rock 'n roll music while I was trying to listen to that lecture on equilibrium."

Echoes Beside Legends of the Past

Mr. L. Leo Taub (German), a jovial man with a love of German folk songs, has started the reformation of a German Glee Club at the College.

The impromptu and unusual concert was provided by Ted Walker, a geology major who graduated from the College last February. "I just always did like the way they sounded," Walker began, "so when I had enough money I decided to get them."

Walker, who was a member of the College's Outdoor Club, explained that originally several of its members were thinking of getting an organizational instrument, and many had shown a considerable interest in bagpipe music. "The idea never was instituted," he added, "but some of them still share my enthusiasm about the instrument."

Mr. Walker has practiced in such areas as the Cross Island Expressway and Railroad Yard. "The bagpipes are pretty loud," he said, "and although the neighbors have not complained yet, I start getting the feeling that such lack can't last much longer. That is why I try to limit our performances in any uppopulated areas to practice in," he said.

Because of the narrow range of the bagpipes, the Van Courts have been unable to play many songs other than the Scottish songs they were intended for, Mr. Walker explained.

The instrumentalist came back to the College to "my good-byes to friends in the Outdoor Club. I'm going into the Army next week." He said unhappily. He plans to take his bagpipes with him after he finished his six weeks of basic training.

The Van Courts, a rock 'n roll group, are always swinging. They rehearse in a small hallway opposite the North Campus cafeteria.
cases their own prejudice.

And they have made an effort to enter the battle. They have begun to look at their environment to see just how discrimination can and does exist in New York City and that it must be fought with as much vigor and spirit as segregation in the South.

One of the girls in the sorority said that she is sure that Sigma Tau Delta "is not the only group which practices discrimination" at the College. "Ours is not a unique experience," she said. Other groups at the College have probably encountered this situation. Usually it is quietly swept under the rug.

We are also sure that Sigma Tau Delta is not unique in its discriminatory policies. Sigma Tau Delta is not the only social sorority or fraternity on campus. Sigma Tau Delta is not the only group which chooses from a box list names of freshman to whom to send invitations and which excludes others.

Sigma Tau Delta is not the only all-white group at the College which has found itself discriminating. But perhaps the only group which has faced the matter frankly and courageously.

It is quite easy for a fraternity or sorority to disregard the exclusion of an individual by saying that he or she just wasn't liked or the like. In the group. It takes a lot more guts to get down to the truth of the matter.

We fight against Little Rocks and we fight against Montgomery, Alabamas. We must also fight against Glendale, Queens and discrimination at the College. Discrimination and segregation are not exclusively phenomena of the South. We must not be complacent Northerners upset by happenings in the South but viewing with closed eyes comparable situations at home. The issue of segregation and discrimination must be fought where they are found. Prejudice knows no geographical boundaries.

**Honor**

Last week it was announced that Dr. Arthur Kornberg, Class of '37, had received the 1959 Nobel Prize for Medicine. This marks the second time in the last ten years that the College has been honored by one of its alumni in the field of medicine.

Dr. Jonas Salk's discovery of the Polio vaccine was something of direct and immediate application which saved the lives of thousands of children. Dr. Kornberg's work on enzymes which are capable of artificially producing deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a theoretical phenomenon of far-reaching and almost immeasurable significance.

DNA is suspected to be the chemical which is responsible for the passage of various traits from one generation to another. It therefore is possibly essential to a basic understanding of the causes of cancer. It is definitely a key to the underlying secrets of life processes.

Dr. Kornberg's ability to do the theoretical work for which he has been acclaimed is inherent in the man, but it is not too boastful for the College to feel that its faculty members had something to do with pinpointing and directing this ability.
Communist Editor Asks US Accord
With Khrushchev's Arms Proposal

By JAN MACAULEY

be averted by the United States coming to terms with Pre-
Khrushchev's plan for complete disarmament, an American Communist editor said

"From the moment of Mr. Khrushchev's arrival, he was
warmly treated by the American press," he said. "And the warmth would
have been much greater if he had ever been allowed to get out among the
people and talk with them.

"This warmth of the Americans shows that they want peace," Mr.
North said.

"Crowds, friendly crowds by the
thousands of thousands, were on hand to
greet the Soviet leader in Wash­
ington, and only a few were scowling," he said. "All Shasta Barbra,
Mr. Khrushchev was greeted with
cheers and acclaim, as he was in
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

North took issue with press
reports that the American peo-
ple are polarized, but cold, toward
Khrushchev.
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beautiful girl in my class. Sadly, she is
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Dear Dr. Frood: To the people of
the United States want peace with
each other, even though "the people
majority here disagree with him.

The group was disbanded
in September when I joined
the German Glee
Club. 

Professor Adolf A. Leuch- 
(Chem. German) suggested
again form a German Glee
Club in the College," Mr. Taub
wrote.
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Court Supported On Review Right

The right of the Supreme Court to exercise full power of judicial review on questions involving civil liberties was defended by Professor Norman Rosenberg (Government) last Thursday.

Prof. Rosenberg addressed the Debating Society concerning the topic: Resolved; That Congress Should be Given the Power to Reverse Decisions of the Supreme Court.

He asserted that those who argue that the legislative organ chosen by the people, should have ultimate power, neglect to take into account "the great potential of human irrationality when men act in mass."

"The sovereignty of a majority of the people leads to the utilization of the formal mechanisms of democracy to destroy democracy," Prof. Rosenberg said.

"Finality should be given to those men with a larger measure of political virtue than the people or their representatives," the Prof. declared.

Prof. Rosenberg observed that during the last fifteen years "the Supreme Court, in economic and social legislation, has upheld the standard of democratic practice."

He proposed that the court should concern itself with the first amendment freedoms and abstain from passing on Congressional decisions involving purely economic matters.

Under this proposal, if the Supreme Court should become conservative in its makeup, "the worst that could happen," said Prof. Rosenberg, "would be that a Supreme Court upholds a reactionary Congress."

Pertinent...

The first talk in a series of Sidney Hillman United Nations Lectures will be given tomorrow at 6:30 PM in Room 217 Finley. The pertinent series, begun last year, will discuss topical issues of vital interest to a well-informed citizenry.

WIN - WIN - WIN
$25 WORTH OF L.P. RECORDS
Will be given to any student or organization submitting the largest number of Philip Morris, Marlboro, Parliament or Alpine Box tops by Friday, October 30th.

ANYONE CAN WIN — START SAVING NOW!!!
Sponsored by PHILIP MORRIS, INC.
Submit box tops to Philip Morris Representative, JAY MANAS at the CITY COLLEGE STORE FINLEY CENTER

Stadium Kosher Delicatessens and Restaurant
Attention: SOUTH CAMPUS
1610 Amsterdam Avenue, near 139th St. AD 4-4658
The Place Where Students Can Eat and Meet Their Friends
BEST FOOD AT REASONABLE PRICES
Special Prices For Fraternities, Sororities and House Plans
LET US HELP YOU CATER YOUR PARTIES

It would be appreciated that they be picked at the earliest possible convenience. ANY BOOK NOT PICKED UP BY NOVEMBER 30, 1959 WILL BE FORFEITED.

Hours for picking up books are as follows:
October 19 - 23 12 to 2 PM
Every week thereafter on Thursday 12 to 2 PM
Every Wednesday, beginning Oct. 14 to Nov. 25, for those in Evening Session hours will be from 5 to 7:00 PM.

Used Book Exchange

Get the Best!
WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY

The most complete dictionary ever published — for college students.

A complete study of the English and French languages. More than 100,000 entries! No other dictionary offers so much for such a price—except Webster's New World. Free your mind with Webster's. It's the perfect companion for any college course.

WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY
College Edition

Available at your college store
THE WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Cleveland and New York

Special...1960 Summer Program...for Juniors...

Want a special preview of Army Life? Why not see it for yourself this summer? If you're qualified for this limited program, you'll receive 4 weeks of orientation training program. Or, write for more information. Contact your school counselor. There's no obligation.

THE ADDIMUM GENERAL
Department of the Army
Washington 25, D.C., ATTN: AABSM4

Please tell me more about a world-traveling, executive career in the Women's Army Corps.

Name
Address
City
College or University
Degree
Branch of Service

(Shn COULD BE YOU)!

Not long ago this young lady was a college senior. Today, she handles the responsibilities and decisions of an executive in one of the world's largest organizations. Today, she's an Army officer in the Women's Army Corps. When she's not out on duty, she can be found in Paris . . . or New York or Los Angeles.

She could be you...this young executive on the Champs Elysées.

...OR, I COULD BE YOU!

...OR, I COULD BE YOU!

...OR, I COULD BE YOU!
on Latin America seemed Perilous For US

Latin America could cause wars in Latin America forced to turn away to the Soviet bloc, said Professor Bailey at the meeting of the History Society last Thursday. The history of the United States in Latin America was not an aggressive intervention, which the Democrats supported. The intervention, which the Republican Party opposed, may be considered intervention, which the United States is pledged not to support.

He added that such intervention would stir up a hatred of Latin America among the people of Latin America. Professor Bailey said that the elite of Latin America was not convinced that their intervention was necessary, and they were not interested in the future of the region.

The early colonies in America were all governed by monarchies, and the elite was not concerned about the future of the region. The United States, on the other hand, was a democracy and was interested in the future of the region.

The ignorance of the people is that time and to this time usually preceded effective and honest elections, said Professor Bailey.

In some nations, (e.g. Italy) the elite desired a return to the party dictatorship, which was a result of the revolutions. The result was a succession of dictatorships, and a succession of dictatorships sprang up, he said. In most cases, a "virtuous" dictatorship must revert to martial law and censorship in order to keep the "unvirtuous" opposition from gaining control, Prof. Bailey added.

Hamlin

Omar Khayyám writes a new jingle

A jug of Wine, A loaf of Bread and Winston's Filter-Blend!

Old Omar has come up with another corker of a jingle. Freely translated from the Persian:

It's what's up front that counts
If it hasn't got it there it hasn't got it

True, the lines don't scan. But what do you expect from a tent-maker — the perfect rhyme of "Winston tastes good like a cigarette - howl"?

We'll admit that something may have been lost in the translation. But when it comes to Win-ton, nothing is lost in the translation of rich, good tobacco taste. That's because up front of a pure white filter Winston has Filter-Blend—a special selection of mild-flavored tobaccos specially processed for filter smoking. Winston is designed to taste good. Or, as Omar puts it: The Moving Lighter lights...and having lit. Flicks off. Then you draw on IT, and beat Adelphi by a score of 26-29.
Soccer Team Crushes Aggies 10-1; Minnerop Becomes All-Time Scorer

By STEVE SOLOMON

Heinz Minnerop became the College's all-time goal scorer last Saturday when he tallied the final marker in the Booters 10-1 runaway of the Long Island Aggies at Lewisohn Stadium.

Minnerop, who scored four goals during the course of the day, registered the record-breaker with only ninety seconds remaining in the thirty-third minute of the game. It was the thirty-fourth of Minnerop's college career and eclipsed Billy Sund's old mark of thirty-three.

'Captivating enough, it is very questionable whether Heinz was the star of the game. Even after he scored, the outstanding player was an Aggie, namely goalie Jons Sperling.

Time and again Sperling stopped shots that looked like sure goals. In all he made an amazing total of forty-six saves. But even with his great defensive work he couldn't stop the mighty Lavender machine.

The Booters were passing and shooting like the Beavers of old, bearing down on the Aggies, who had beaten Queens in a sloppy one-nil victory two weeks ago. Suddenly, with the Beavers in the midst of a quick scoring, first half team. But there might probably have been a very good reason why they didn't wait until the second half to start clicking as they usually do, if they had been played before.

The game started and the Beavers pressed the attack. It took two minutes but Heinz Minnerop could finally get the ball across the half court strip and into the Lavender territory.

But when they did they got a break. It was only a penalty for using their hands and the Aggies were given a direct kick. Body Shaap booted it past Andy Houknurray, the Lavender goalie and the Aggies led 1-0. More importantly, Minnerop had hurt the Beaver's feeling.

Montclair Defeats Harriers, 17-42

This Saturday a team from little Montclair State Teachers College (enrollment: 1,000) turned a cross-country meet with the College student population 16,000) into a seventeen to forty-two rout.

Bob Sokolski of Montclair finished first with a time of 29:35. The Harriers placed six of the first seven men. John Robie, of the College, who finished fourth was the only one that prevented a sweep.

The best time turned in by a runner in last year's varsity. By the time the Harriers finished their first-half goals at 4:35 of the opening stanza.

After that the goals came with exceeding rapidity. Nick Walchert, a pair of goals between a pair of Andy Siskas scores, and finally Marco Wachter who had had tough luck on several of his shots tallied the final goal of the half.

The third period found the Beavers pressing the Aggies defense for the second time and again only to be stymied by Sperling. It was the only period that the Booters failed to score in this season.

They finally broke the drought at ten minutes of the final period when Bilous beat the goalie with a fifteen foot screened shot. Wachter scored his second goal of the game minutes later and then Minnerop fashioned the period ending goal to the tie the Adelphi yearlings 3-3. Vic Politano scored the tying goal with only two minutes left in regulation time.

Mr. Minnerop (C.) goes crashing through the Aggies goalie.

Imagine, a team that the Booters had beaten 15-0 last year, a team that hadn't won a game this year, who had retrieved a loose ball, brought it upfield, had taken one shot and now was leading 1-0.

The rest of the half was played predominantly within twenty-five feet of the Aggie net. Heinz Minnerop started the onslaught of the opening stanza. After that the goals came with exceeding rapidity. Nick Walchert, the Lavender goalie and the Aggies led 1-0. More importantly, Minnerop had hurt the Beaver's feeling.
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